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1.0 INTRODUCTION 1 

Pursuant to the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board’s (NSUARB, Board) letters dated February 2 

7, 2023 and February 9, 2023, the following is a preliminary report on Nova Scotia Power 3 

Incorporated’s (NS Power, Company) response to the extreme cold weather event experienced in 4 

Nova Scotia from Friday, February 3 to Sunday, February 5, 2023, which brought record-breaking 5 

cold temperatures to the province, along with high winds.  The record-breaking loads experienced 6 

as a result of the extreme cold approached the limits of the NS Power system capacity.  Careful 7 

planning and operation of all available resources resulted in a secure, stable system throughout the 8 

event with no firm load shedding due to system generation capacity shortages.  The Company’s 9 

key preliminary findings are summarized as follows: 1 10 

• NS Power served a new all-time system peak load of 2455 MW from 11:01 am to 11 

12:00 pm on February 4, 2023. This was 217 MW (9.7 percent) higher than the 12 

previous peak of 2238 MW in 2004. 13 

• Preliminary indications from New Brunswick System Operator (NBSO) are that 14 

the Maritimes Area also set a new coincident peak load record of approximately 15 

6300 MW on February 4, 2023. 16 

• NS Power’s thermal fleet performed well, with all generators operating during the 17 

event. The diesel combustion turbines operated reliably and provided critical 18 

energy output and reserve services throughout the event.   19 

• The Labrador Island Link and Maritime Link performed well, both operating in bi-20 

pole mode throughout the event.   21 

• Wind generation from generators equipped with cold weather packages and the 22 

ability to operate at higher wind speeds was an important contributor to serving the 23 

record load in this event.   24 

1 All data included in this preliminary report is subject to final verification. 
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• Economic imports over the Nova Scotia/New Brunswick transmission tie were1 

limited throughout this event due to record loads in New Brunswick combined with 2 

firm sales to Prince Edward Island.3 

• The NS Power bulk power transmission system performed well under high load4 

conditions.5 

• There were no firm customer interruptions during the event due to generation and6 

import resource availability.7 

• Some localized customer load was disconnected manually due to transmission and8 

distribution equipment reaching electrical operating limits because of the extremely9 

cold temperatures which caused significant increase in customer energy usage;10 

other customer interruptions occurred due to protective equipment automatically11 

operating when its high limit thresholds were reached.12 

Details on the planning activities undertaken by the Company, performance of the generation fleet, 13 

and load-related impacts on the electrical system are discussed in the sections below.  An Outage 14 

Report will be submitted to the Board and will include further details on the preliminary 15 

information provided in this report.  16 
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2.0 JANUARY 30-FEBRURAY 2 PREPARATION FOR COLD WEATHER EVENT 1 

2.1 Weather Forecast 2 

The first weather briefing for emergency management officials was issued by Environment and 3 

Climate Change Canada (Environment Canada) for the “Extreme Cold Outbreak February 3-5, 4 

2023” at 10 am on Monday, January 30, 2023 (excerpt included in Figure 1).  5 

Figure 1: Excerpt from Environment Canada Briefing #1 6 

7 

After receiving this weather alert, NS Power’s Event Monitoring Team initiated a coordinated 8 

planning process with representatives from all operational areas of NS Power. An Operations 9 

Coordination Team was established with representation from Safety, Control Centre Operations, 10 

Power Production, Transmission and Distribution (T&D) Operations, Enterprise Asset 11 

Management, Fuels, Customer Care, and Communications teams.  The Operations Coordination 12 
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Team met regularly, with meeting frequency increasing from daily to multiple times per day during 1 

the week preceding the extreme cold weather event. 2 

2.2 Operations Coordination Team 3 

The Operations Coordination Team focused on the following items as part of event preparation: 4 

1. Weather forecast updates 5 

2. Load forecast modelling 6 

3. Generation resource availability 7 

4. Transmission and Distribution resources availability 8 

5. Field and engineering resource scheduling 9 

6. Outage prediction model forecasting 10 

7. Proactive outreach to interruptible customers 11 

8. Coordination with provincial partners such as the Emergency Measures Office 12 

(EMO) 13 

9. Decision to open Operations Coordination Centre at 12:00 pm on February 3, 2023 14 

2.3 Updated Weather and Load Forecasting January 30-February 2 15 

The weather forecasts issued January 30 through February 2, 2023 remained consistent with a 16 

forecast of extreme cold and high winds near warning levels for the weekend, as shown in the 17 

excerpt from the third briefing issued by Environment Canada on February 3, 2023 at 8:00 am.  18 

NS Power utilized forecasts from multiple sources, including RWDI, throughout the planning 19 

process.  Environment Canada issued Extreme Cold Warnings for all areas of Nova Scotia and in 20 

the third weather briefing warned of “dangerous wind chills in the -35° to -45° range tonight into 21 

Saturday with the lowest wind chills occurring Saturday morning.” Excerpts from Environment 22 

Canada’s forecasts are included in this preliminary report for illustrative purposes; please refer to 23 

Figure 2.  24 
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Figure 2: Excerpt from Environment Canada Briefing #3 1 

2 

NS Power’s load forecasting team selected the high load profile from its load forecast models 3 

which predicted an hourly peak demand in the range of 2430 MW for Saturday, February 4, 2023. 4 

This forecast was chosen by the NS Power load forecasting engineers because their analysis 5 

indicated it was most reflective of the expected conditions and associated customer load, and 6 

because of the uncertainty in the model since limited data points are available at this temperature 7 

range. 8 

The predicted peak load for the weekend of 2430 MW was 214 MW above the previous year’s 9 

peak demand and 190 MW above the all-time system peak demand which occurred on January 8, 10 

2004.  Further, the 2022 peak of 2216 MW occurred at a significantly warmer temperature of -11 

16°C.  The load forecast predicted roughly a 700 MW increase in load from Friday morning to 12 

Saturday morning and is shown in Figure 3. 13 
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Figure 3: Load Planning Forecast for February 3-5 1 

2 

NS Power also reviewed the wind forecast to ensure both wind speed and temperature deratings 3 

of wind turbines based on manufacturer specifications and operator knowledge were incorporated 4 

into the models.  This was to make sure that the wind output forecast during the coldest periods 5 

did not over-estimate the potential contribution of wind generation throughout the day. Figure 4 6 

shows the adjusted wind generation forecast which was used in the planning process. 7 
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Figure 4: Wind Generation Forecast adjusted for Wind Speed and Temperature 1 
Deratings 2 

3 

4 

The weather forecast predicted gusts in the 80 km/hr range with stronger gusts along the coast.  5 

Gusts exceeding 80 km/hr are considered to be at higher risk of causing impact to the distribution 6 

system due to the impact which winds of that level have on trees throughout the province.  As 7 

such, the Event Monitoring Team produced a series of outage prediction models for the event.  The 8 

outage prediction model is used to estimate potential outages and to assist in the planning for field 9 

crews resourcing. 10 

The outage prediction model indicated a Level 2 event following the outline in the Emergency 11 

Services Restoration Plan (ESRP). The associated Level 2 Regional Operations planning and 12 

response was coordinated with the efforts of the Operations Coordination team.  Regional 13 

Operations pre-deployed 105 internal and external distribution power line technician (PLT) crews 14 

across the Province ahead of the forecast adverse weather conditions.  Six transmission crews and 15 
over 30 substation technicians were also pre-deployed to ensure crews could respond efficiently to 16 

power outages caused due to the extreme temperatures or winds above warning levels.  The 17 
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Regional Operations response was planned to respond quickly to any outages resulting from the 1 

wind event accompanying the extreme cold temperatures. 2 

The load and wind forecasts compiled in preparation for the extreme cold weather event were used 3 

to determine the generation and marketing requirements to meet the anticipated load.  The day-4 

ahead dispatch plan summarized in Figure 5 provided the following values for anticipated system 5 

load requirement and system net generation. 6 

Figure 5: Day-Ahead Dispatch Plan Summary for February 4 (peak hour) 7 

System Requirement (MW) Supply (MW) 

Forecast load 2430 Thermal & Hydro Generation 2180 

Operating Reserves 218 Wind Generation 325 

Total 2648 

Imports 160 

Total 2665 

8 

2.4 January 30-February 2 Operational Preparation 9 

The Power Production teams prepared all generating units to be capable of maximum output. 10 

Lingan Unit 2 was recalled from cold reserve ahead of the event to support firm load requirements. 11 

Several coordination calls with neighbouring utilities were attended by the NS Power System 12 

Operator (NSPSO) team.  Attendees included New Brunswick Power (NB Power), Maritime 13 

Electric and Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro.  Topics discussed on the calls included load 14 

forecast, generation availability and status of interconnection transmission.  15 

NS Power began proactive notification to all customers to advise of preparations in advance of the 16 

cold weather and high winds. In addition, customers taking service via the Large Industrial 17 

Interruptible Rider (LIIR) received proactive communication before the event.  Information with 18 

respect to some of the Company’s communications messaging is provided in Appendix A.  19 

Critical transmission lines were patrolled in advance of the event to identify any issues requiring 20 

proactive remediation; one tree in danger of falling was identified near L7019 and removed before 21 

the event.  All transmission lines and system elements that were out of service for proactive and/or 22 
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planned work were returned to service before the event to maximize system capacity and 1 

flexibility.  T&D Engineering, System Planning and Control Centre Operations teams were 2 

engaged throughout the week leading up to the extreme cold weather event; the teams reviewed 3 

critical thermal ratings on transmission lines, transformers and assessed feeders with increased 4 

loading.  Mitigation actions which were identified through this review, such as distribution feeder 5 

balancing, 2 were put in place before the event.   6 

The safety of employees who would be working in the extreme temperatures and wind chill was a 7 

priority.  Field employees were equipped with cold weather gear and given updated safety 8 

presentations on cold stress and hypothermia, as well as the mitigation measures to be taken to 9 

protect against risks from the extreme cold.  10 

2 As customers’ load usage changes over time, the load on individual phases of a feeder can become unbalanced, 
resulting in some phases carrying more load than others.  Balancing the load on feeders reduces the peak per phase 
load and is a  regular utility function. 
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3.0 COLD WEATHER EVENT RESPONSE – FEBRUARY 3 & 4, 20231 

The Operations Coordination team moved to 24-hour activation at the Operations Coordination 2 

Centre at the Ragged Lake Control Centre (RAL) at 12:00pm on Friday, February 3, 2023.  A 3 

roster was developed to provide coverage for all represented operational teams at RAL throughout 4 

the event.  Additional Distribution System Operators were scheduled throughout the event and 911 5 

Support staff were enlisted to reduce call volumes in the Distribution Control Centre. 6 

3.1 Friday Evening Peak 7 

The Control Centre Operations Team monitoring the system on Friday observed the load to begin 8 

ramping up at 2:30 pm, as shown in Figure 6.  At 8:00 pm on Friday, February 3, 2023 the load 9 

peaked  at  2175  MW. 3  All thermal units were available and in service at the time of the peak except 10 

for Trenton 6 which was temporarily offline due to an ID fan repair and Tufts Cove 4 which was 11 

troubleshooting an electrical grounding issue.  Service to interruptible customers was maintained 12 

on Friday, February 3 and no alerts or advisories were issued. 13 

Figure 6: Load Forecast issued 3:00 pm Friday vs. Actual Load at 6:00 pm Friday 14 

15 

3 All load figures in this report represent integrated hourly averages. 
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3.2 Reserve Delivery NS Power to NB Power 1 

Following the evening peak, NS Power was called upon to deliver reserve energy to NB Power on 2 

Friday evening at 8:00 pm under the NS/NB Reserve Sharing Agreement due to a capacity shortfall 3 

on the NB Power system.  At that time 168 MW was delivered to New Brunswick from Nova 4 

Scotia for 60 minutes.  After the delivery of reserve energy, NB Power requested additional 5 

Emergency Energy and NS Power was able to support NB Power with additional energy deliveries 6 

of 205 MW until midnight. Interruptible customers in Nova Scotia continued to be served during 7 

this reserve and delivery of Emergency Energy.  No NS Power customers had power service 8 

disrupted due to this energy delivery. 9 

3.3 Saturday Morning New System Peak 10 

Load remained high (over 2000 MW) throughout Friday evening into Saturday as shown in Figure 11 

7.  The previous all-time system peak of 2238 MW (from 2004) was exceeded in the hour from12 

6:01 am to 07:00 am on Saturday, February 4, and the load continued to increase in the subsequent 13 

hours until NS Power served a record hourly peak load of 2455 MW in the hour from 11:01 am to 14 

12:00 pm.  15 

This new system peak is 217 MW or 9.7 percent over the 2004 system peak and is 420 MW higher 16 

than the 50/50 firm planning peak of 2035 MW used in the 2022 10-Year System Outlook. Across 17 

Eastern Canada, system peak records were set at Hydro Quebec, New Brunswick Power, Maritime 18 

Electric and Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro, and the Maritimes region reached a new all-time 19 

coincident peak of over 6300 MW, exceeding the previous record by approximately 600 MW.4  20 

Trenton 6 returned to full load capability ahead of the morning peak; all other thermal units except 21 

Tufts Cove 4 remained in service.  22 

4 2022 all-time winter peak was 5733 MW on January 27. 
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Figure 7: Load on Saturday, February 4, 2023  1 

 2 

Figure 7 above shows the actual load in comparison to forecast, and an adjusted load estimate had 3 

there been no customer outages.  Serving the estimated 25,000 customers that were off in that hour, 4 

in addition to the 40 MW of industrial interruption discussed below, could have seen load peak 5 

exceeding 2600 MW.   6 

3.4 Interruptible Load Response  7 

NS Power’s Lingan Unit 4 experienced a trip due to a cooling water issue at 11:10 am on Saturday, 8 

February 4, 2023.  In response to this 140 MW generation loss, and in order to maintain service 9 

delivery to customers, NS Power implemented standard operating procedures for response to a 10 

reserve deficiency and called for Emergency Energy supplies from the NB Power and 11 

Newfoundland and Labrador System Operators (NBSO, NLSO). In addition, demand response 12 

was requested from non-telemetered NS Power Interruptible Customers.   13 

Non-telemetered and controlled (T&C) LIIR customers contributed to system security through 14 

load reduction; telemetered LIIR customers were not required to be interrupted at any point during 15 

this extreme cold weather event.  Customers who choose to take service under the LIIR tariff agree 16 
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to supply energy demand response when called upon. There are approximately 25 customers who 1 

subscribe to the LIIR tariff. Calls for interruption to these specific industrial customers follow 2 

protocols based on requirements to maintain system reliability when an interruption is required. 3 

NS Power works closely with these customers to ensure their operations are capable of being 4 

interrupted on 10-minute notice, if called on. These industrial customers receive a credit on their 5 

bill, whether they are interrupted or not, to be called on to interrupt their service when required by 6 

NS Power. Interruptible service is a form of demand response and is an important part of providing 7 

cost-effective and reliable service to all customers. If these industrial customers were not 8 

designated as interruptible and all customer load was firm, additional generation supply (i.e. 9 

another combustion turbine) would be required.  10 

A timeline of the Emergency Energy delivery and Advisory, Alert and Interruption Notifications 11 

for February 4, 2023 is set out below:  12 

• 07:42 – Advisories issued to all but T&C LIIR customers 13 

• 08:11 – Alerts issued to all LIIR customers and Advisories issued to T&C LIIR 14 

customers 15 

• 08:11 – Energy Emergency Alert 1 declared 16 

• 08:50 – 20 MW Emergency Energy NL → NS  17 

• 09:01 – 40 MW Emergency Energy NL → NS 18 

• 10:00 – 60 MW Emergency Energy NL → NS 19 

• 11:10 – Lingan 4 unit trips off 20 

• 11:10 – 80 MW Emergency Energy NL → NS 21 

• 11:12 – Interrupting non-T&C to return NS/NB tie to schedule 22 

• 11:22 – NBSO 40 MW Inadvertent turning to Energy Emergency at 12:00 23 

• 11:30 – Energy Emergency Alert 2 declared 24 

• 11:37 – 90 MW Emergency Energy NL → NS 25 

• 11:43 – 100 MW Emergency Energy NL → NS 26 

• 12:52 – 80 MW Emergency Energy NL → NS 27 

• 14:00 – 50 MW Emergency Energy NL → NS 28 
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• 14:25 – 0 MW Emergency Energy NL → NS 1 

• 15:00 – 0 MW Emergency Energy NB → NS 2 

• 19:18 – Energy Emergency Alert 1 declared, cancelled interruptions to interruptible 3 

customers 4 

• 20:28 – Alerts cancelled 5 

• 21:50 – Advisories cancelled 6 

• 23:57 – Energy Emergency Alert 0 declared 7 

Non-T&C LIIR customers reduced approximately 16 MW of load.  During this time, the NBSO 8 

provided 40 MW of additional energy, which helped NS Power avoid interrupting T&C LIIR 9 

customers.  10 

3.5 Contribution of Wind Generation 11 

The presence of wind generation over the peak hours contributed to NS Power’s ability to serve 12 

the T&C LIIR and firm customers without interruption.  The temperature derated wind forecast 13 

proved to be accurate throughout the event as shown in Figure 8.   14 

Figure 8: Wind Output vs. Forecast adjusted for Wind Speed and Temperature 15 
Deratings 16 

 17 
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* PoE refers to Probability of Exceedance 1 

An example of how the wind turbines without cold weather packages installed performed relative 2 

to temperature is shown in Figure 9 for illustration. 3 

Figure 9: Example of Reduced Wind Farm Output 4 

5 

3.6 Impact to NS Power Customers 6 

Throughout the peak hours of the extreme cold weather event (7:00 am to 2:00 pm on February 4) 7 

some customer load was disconnected manually due to transmission and distribution equipment 8 

reaching its electrical operating limits. This load management was conducted in localized areas 9 

and was to specific pieces of electrical equipment proactively identified as approaching overload 10 

conditions. Manual load management outages were limited to 30 minutes to prevent the potential 11 

for difficult restoration due to cold load pickup. 5  In total, 33 feeder-level manual customer 12 

interruptions of approximately 3 MW to 12 MW and lasting approximately 30 minutes each took 13 

5 Cold load pickup occurs during very cold temperatures when significant demand is seen immediately after an outage 
because all customer devices (including heating devices, refrigerators and freezers, etc.) that normally have natural 
intermittency begin operating simultaneously.  This initial spike in load after an outage restoration during cold 
temperatures can lead to additional protective devices operating (i.e., a  primary fuse) until the load settles out. 
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place using reclosers that were controlled from NS Power’s Control Centre.  A detailed analysis 1 

of the manual load management will be included in the Outage Report prepared for this event. 2 

Other customer interruptions occurred due to protective equipment operating when high limit 3 

thresholds were reached; some of these downline devices, which cannot be controlled from NS 4 

Power’s Control Centre, operated when they reached their protection limits due to the significant 5 

temperature-driven increase in customer energy usage.   Some customers experienced repeated on-6 

off-on outages. This happened because the extreme cold temperatures led to significant customer 7 

energy usage that was hovering at the limits of the protective devices. As a result, the devices 8 

automatically interrupted power repeatedly to protect the equipment from electrical damage, 9 

stopping a few seconds or minutes later and causing on-off-on outages to customers each time. 10 

Once temperatures began to rise, the demand returned below the limits of the protective device, 11 

and customers stopped experiencing these outages. In the cases of both the manual load 12 

management and protective device operations, larger and prolonged outages were prevented which 13 

would have occurred if the equipment was damaged or had been permanently opened.  While 14 

larger and lengthy outages were prevented, NS Power understands how frustrating this was for the 15 

customers who were affected by these on-off-on outages. 6  16 

The Saturday evening peak occurred between 6:01 pm and 7:00 pm with a load of 2431 MW.  17 

Temperatures on Saturday evening were similar to the temperatures on Friday evening, but load 18 

was over 200 MW higher. Tufts Cove 4 and Lingan 4 returned to service ahead of the Saturday 19 

evening peak.  20 

The bulk power system performed well under high load conditions with minimal outages during 21 

the event on transmission lines with voltages of 138kV or higher and bulk power substation 22 

equipment such as large transmission system transformers and breakers. The Operations 23 

Coordination Centre was deactivated at midnight Saturday, and NS Power’s response to the 24 

remaining distribution outages continued via Regional Operations Level 2 storm response as 25 

outlined in the Emergency Services Restoration Plan. 26 

6 NS Power met in-person with customers in the Boularderie area who were impacted by the on-off-on outages to 
listen to customer experience and respond to questions on Thursday, February 16, 2023. 
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3.7 Cold Weather Event Summary 1 

The following is a summary of NS Power’s preparation and response to the extreme cold weather 2 

event experienced across Nova Scotia and Eastern Canada on February 3 and 4, 2023: 3 

• NS Power served a new all-time system peak load of 2455 MW (all loads are hourly 4 

integrated averages) at 12:00 pm on February 4, 2023; this was 217 MW (9.7 percent) over 5 

the previous all-time system peak of 2238 MW (January 2004) and 420 MW (21 percent) 6 

above the firm planning peak of 2035 MW at -13.7oC for winter 2022/23 used in the 2022 7 

10-Year System Outlook.   8 

• Preliminary indications from NBPSO are that the Maritimes region also set a new 9 

coincident peak load record of approximately 6300 MW, an increase of approximately 600 10 

MW above the previous all-time record. 11 

• NS Power’s thermal fleet performed well with most of the fleet remaining online for the 12 

duration of the event.  The diesel combustion turbines operated reliably and provided 13 

critical energy output and reserve services throughout the event.  Similarly, the Hydro 14 

generation fleet had strong performance, with all planned available assets generating per 15 

demand. 16 

• The Labrador Island Link and Maritime Link performed well with both operating in bi-17 

pole mode throughout the event.  The Nova Scotia Block was delivered throughout the 18 

event, and additional economy and Emergency Energy were supplied over the line at 19 

various times through the event, with up to 263 MW of energy being delivered across the 20 

Maritime Link to Nova Scotia. 21 

• Wind generation from generators equipped with cold weather packages and the ability to 22 

operate in higher wind speeds was an important contributor to serving the record load in 23 

this event.  Wind farms that were not equipped with cold weather packages saw their output 24 

derated during the event. 25 

• Economic imports over the Nova Scotia/New Brunswick transmission tie were aligned 26 

with available capacity throughout this event due to record loads in New Brunswick 27 
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combined with firm sales to Prince Edward Island.  The Nova Scotia/New Brunswick tie 1 

enabled the delivery of reserve and Emergency Energy to New Brunswick and emergency 2 

energy delivery to Nova Scotia at various stages of the event and facilitated system 3 

balancing and frequency control. 4 

• The NS Power bulk power system performed well under high load conditions with minimal 5 

outages during the event on transmission lines with voltages of 138kV or higher and bulk 6 

power substation equipment such as large transmission system transformers and breakers. 7 

• There were no firm customer interruptions during the event due to generation and import 8 

resource availability. Generation resources were sufficient to supply online firm load at all 9 

times.  10 

• Some localized customer load was disconnected manually (33 events) due to some 11 

transmission and distribution equipment reaching electrical operating limits, caused by the 12 

significant increase in customer energy usage from the extremely cold temperatures.  Other 13 

customer interruptions occurred due to protective equipment automatically operating when 14 

its high limit thresholds were reached; some of these downline devices, which are not 15 

controlled from NS Power’s Control Centre, operated when they reached their protection 16 

limits. 17 

NS Power will develop system reinforcements, as required, to address issues experienced with 18 

some equipment during the event. 19 

The full Outage Report will be submitted by April 20, 2023.  20 
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Appendix A 

Customer Communication and Outreach 

Messaging provided to customers taking service from the Large Industrial Interruptible Rate 

(LIIR) on Thursday, February 2, 2023.   

• The approaching weather system is bringing colder weather than we’ve seen in many years, 

we have not seen a similar event since February 2015 and the last time the wind child 

dipped below -35oC in the Halifax Metro area was in January 2004. 

• While we are always forecasting the demand against our supply, and executing plans to 

minimize customer disruptions, due to the extreme temperatures there is increased 

focus:  Nova Scotia Power is treating this similar to other extreme weather events, with 

representatives from across the organization preparing the Power System for the upcoming 

weather.   

• This includes maximizing our supply both from our own generation and imported 

electricity. 

• We do know that the potential to interrupt our customers is high for both LIIR non-

telemetry and LIIR telemetry. 

Statement shared with CBC’s Information Morning Halifax on Friday, February 3, 2023: 

• Nova Scotia Power is preparing for significant weather expected this weekend across the 

province. With extreme cold temperatures and high winds expected today into tomorrow, 

we encourage customers to be prepared too by visiting nspower.ca/beprepared. 

 

NS Power also gave interviews on Friday, February 3, 2023 ahead of the cold weather event with 

CTV and Radio-Canada about how the Company was preparing for the event.  
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Social Media Messaging posted February 3, 2023: 
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On Saturday, February 4, 2023, during the event, NS Power provided information to Canadian 

Press and did interviews with Global, CTV and CBC.   

Social Media Messaging posted February 4, 2023: 
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